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What 
percentage of 

the products we buy 
end up as waste 

within 6 months?



What % of 
material value is 
lost after single use?



45% of emissions 

come from 

producing the stuff 

we use everyday.  











Worldwide waste 
mountain expected to 
grow with 70% in 2050



Overshoot Day
Malaysia: May 30th



People eat and breathe in 
at least 50,000 particles
of microplastic a year

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/05/people-eat-at-least-50000-plastic-particles-a-year-study-finds
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/05/people-eat-at-least-50000-plastic-particles-a-year-study-finds


The circular economy is a 

$4.5 trillion opportunity 

We can start today! 



Quality | Time    
Quantity | Location



Where companies buy and sell any type of 
excess materials or products. 

Functions like a dating site by matching: 
● Supply and demand of materials 
● Materials with their highest value 

reuse option

Excess Materials Exchange



Our Approach

Identity

Intelligence

Integration



Resources Passport

Identity



The story of stuff



The story of stuff



Intelligence



A FMCG company 
with plastic 
packaging

Integration: example flows on the marketplace

A technical 
company with 
bituminous carpet 
waste

Plastic panels for 
furniture

A construction 
company with 
building rubble 

New bricks to 
construct buildings

Input for road 
construction

Input: 
Information about 
material/ product 

streams

Output:
Matches, and 
financial and 

environmental and 
valuations



Example: Railroad tracks

Orange peels



Fiber BiogasLimonene1 2 3

Orange peels: circular matches



Orange peels: circular matches

99% CO2

reduction

50% reduction 
in cost

Limonene & Fiber1&2



Example: Railroad tracks

Railroad tracks



Support Beam Quay wallRailway Track1 2 3

Railway tracks: circular matches



Support beam2

79% CO2

reduction

4x increase in 
financial value

Railway tracks: circular match



Waste analysis diagram



Waste analysis diagram



Our pilot program



17 streams



64 million euro 
of financial value



enough energy to light Paris’ 
street lights for 5 years 



860,000 car rides from  
Amsterdam to Milan 

in saved CO2 emissions 



amount of water 
to fill 860 Olympic-sized 

swimming pools





Join us in the circular 
economy revolution!

info@excessmaterialsexchange.com || www.excessmaterialsexchange.com


